
Judeophobic stereotypes Murderers: ritual crimes, child 
killers, genocide perpetrators, 
Nazis, fascists 

Exdusivists, racists, 
communitarians 

Troublemakers and warmongers Plotters, arrogant, responsible for 
anti-Semitism 

Greedy, treacherous, usurers, 
bankers, speculators 

Objects of contempt: monsters, sub-
humans, etc. 

1. Ancient anti-Judaism * cannibales 
* ritual crimes 

* hatred of mankind * a seditious, restless, fanatical 
people 

   

2. Christian anti-Judaism * tormentors * homicides 
* Shoah in the Promised Land 
* bloodthirsty myths of divine 
election 
* crucified the Christ 
* ritual cannibalism 
* perpetrate human sacrifices 
 

* fanatics 
* aversion to all peoples 
* exclusive worship 
* racial superiority 

* turmoil in the East * plot against the Savior 
* sorcerers employed by Satan 
to ruin Christianity 
* want to dominate the world 
* are flooding and infesting 
France 
* Protocols of Elders of 
Sion 
* masters in our country 

* idolise money 
* leprosy of usury 
* create slaves 
* have taken our money and our 
goods 

* Have the devil for a father 
* the scum of the human species 
* demons, brutes 
* synagogue of Satan 
* brigands, wild beasts 
* without probity 
* Evil, immoral Talmud 
* rabid dogs 

3. Muslim anti-Judaism * ritual crimes 
* kill and defame prophets 
* they have to be killed 
* definitive solution 
* Deuteronomy = justified 
massacres 

* hate other peoples 
* despise other religions 

* American Jewish lobby 
* They foment sedition 
* invaders 
* instigators of trouble 
* plotters 

* rule the world by proxy  * no connection with other human 
beings 
* foreign body 
* insects carrying a disease 
*cancerous tumour 
* destroy humanity 
* corrupt religion and morals 
* falsify knowledge 

4. Anti-Judaism of the 
Enlightenment Anti-Semitic 
stereotypes 

* enemies of mankind 
* monsters of frenzy and 
ferocity 
* brigands, murderers 
* slit the throats of women, 
elderly people and children 

* fanatical sect 
* unsociable 
* intolerant 

* seditious * a nation opposed in every way 
to the others 

* stingy 
* usury= sovereign happiness 

* scoundrels, ferocious beasts 
* Semitic race 
* greed 
* an abominable, barbaric people 
* atrocious nation 

5. Socialist anti-Judaism. 

Anti-Semitic stereotypes 

 * exclusive, hereditary caste 
* parasitic sect 
* general antisocial element 

* the Rothschilds finance wars * insolent power 
* well-deserved opprobrium 
* Jewish dictatorship over the 
Party 
* Semitic invasion 
* shabby schemes 
* disproportionate and 
formidable action 
* drink the blood of peasants 
* infiltrate everywhere 
* vote en bloc 
* monopolise lucrative jobs, 
administrative functions and 
public power 
* indissoluble secret league 

* Jewish spirit = banker spirit 
* make everything their own 
* monopolise wealth, trade 
* indissoluble link between the 
Jewish race and money 

* make everything worse 
* leech-people 
* people of lepers 
* Jewish race = fever for gain and 
prophetism 
* hatred of Jews is 
understandable 
* Jews circumcised at heart 
* filthiest race of all 
* people of hell 
* deceitful, parasitic 
* contempt for theory, art and 
history 

  



6. Anarchist anti-Judaism. 
Anti-Semitic stereotypes 

* enemies of mankind 
* Hebrews committed first racial 
genocide 
* Jews must disappear 

* refuse to blend in with other 
peoples 
* exploitative sect 
* Judaic sharia 
* exclusivism 
* fear of contamination 
* unsociable 

* enemies of the country * are taking over the entire 
press 
* Jewish invaders 
* get into everything 
* immense pride 
* their exclusivist attitude 
arouses hatred 

* trickster * horse traders 
* counterfeit * fraudulent 
* devouring collective parasite  
* profited from slavery 
* bribery* extortion 
* rapine 
* capitalism = Semitic creation 

* Satan incarnated in the race of 
Sem 
* atavistic tendencies 
* makes everything worse 
* hostile to all fraternity 
* parasites 

7. Stalinist anti-Semitism * imitate Hitler's crimes 
* zionism = fascism 
* Hitler = Zionist 
* Zionists cooperate with 
Gestapo 
* accomplices in the judéocide 
* they have to be exterminated, 
hanged, etc. 

* Zionism = anti-Semitism 
* Zionism = racism 
* chosen people = superior 
people 
* apartheid 
* racial chauvinism 

 * labyrinthe international 
* international Cosa nostra  
* provocative politics 
* potential enemy in the service 
of the United States 
* branched system 

* manipulate share prices 
* rich Jewish bourgeoisie 
* international zionist capital 
* big international zionist 
company 

* cosmopolitan 
* without honour 
* characterless 
* Judas 
* disgusting barbarity 
* bandits 

8. Arab nationalist and anti-
imperialist anti-Semitism 

* crimes against humanity since 
Christ 
* executioners greedy for 
Palestinian blood 
* crucified Christ 
* necessary extermination 

 * main cause of instability 
* threaten the security of the 
Arab homeland 
* division 
* multiply conflicts 

* The truth of The Protocols of 
the Elders of Zion 
* France governed by Jews 

* have seized the world's wealth * bloodsuckers 
* vile and contemptible 
* 6-million lie 

9. Islamist anti-Semitism * executioners 
* Nazi and Tartar invasion 
* they have to be killed 
* punishment promised by God 
* Jews of the Diapora = Zionists 
= Israelis 

 * Imperialism vanguard fighters 
* those who foment sedition 
* instigators of trouble 
* sow doubt and division 

* bosses of America 
* masters of the world 
* greedy expansion 
* Protocols of the Elders of Zion 
* dominance over the great 
powers 

* love money and usury * cancerous tumour 
* destroyers of the sacred and 
moral standards 
* hypocrites * evil nature 
* spread alcohol and drugs 
* main enemy 
* the weakest of all peoples 

10. Left-wing anti-Zionism 

Anti-Semitic stereotypes 

* Palestine = Auschwitz 
* Hebrew racism 
* Hitler's heirs 
* zionism-fascism 
* Zionists responsible for Nazi 
victory 
* Repeat everyday the 
Kristallnacht in Palestine 

* Old Testament, the first racist 
document 
* fanatics 
* tribal mysticism based on 
blood ties 
* racism invented by 
Abraham 
* chosen people = racism 
* ethnic cleansing 

* cause wars 
* American Jewish lobby 
* danger no. 1 to world peace 
* responsible for the strength of 
Nazism 

* Israeli settlers control American 
state 
* Israel manipulates the deaths 
of Israeli civilians 
* Jewish lobby undermines 
American democracy 
* contemptuous people, content 
to humiliate 
* elected people=superior race 

* Zionists finance US presidential 
and legislative elections 
* richest ethnic group in the 
United States 
* those responsible for the 
global economic crisis 
* at the origin of French debt 

* root of evil 
* organise attacks against 
synagogues 

  



  * ideology of 
self-segregation 
* contemptuous people 
* exploit Black Americans 
in ghettos 
* Zionists - anti-Semites in 
reverse 

 * Shoah monomaniacs 
* Shoah extremists 
* revisionism = Zionism 
* Holocaust annuitants 
* want to arouse the hatred of 
world opinion 
* accomplices of anti-Semitism 
* competition for victims 

 

 
The authors of these quotes are listed in alphabetical order: Al-Husseini, Perry Anderson, Michel Bakounine, Maurice Bardèche (fascist writer), Nicolas Bourgoin (anti-Zionist academic), Leonid Brejnev, Jean Bricmont (leftwing intellectual), 
Cornelius Castoriadis (leftwing philosopher), Hugo Chavez, D'Holbach (Enlightenment philosopher), Friedrich Engels, Norman Finkelstein, King Faisal of Saudi Arabia, Ruth Fischer (KPD leader), Fourier (utopian socialist), Roger Garaudy (French 
CP leader turned Muslim), Jean Genet (play writer), Bernard Granotier (leftwing intellectual), l'abbé Grégoire (French Revolution partisan of Jewish Emancipation), Henri Grouès (known as l'abbé Pierre, famous French humanitarian figure), 
Jesus Christ, Karl Kautsky, Lenin, Luther, François-George Lavacquerie (leftist militant), Bernard Lazare (19th-century Jewish journalist), Pierre Leroux (utopian socialist), Mahomet, Karl Marx, Edgar Morin (leftwing intellectual), Sam! Nair (leftwing 
intellectual), George Orwell, James Petras, Sayiid Qutb, Tariq Ramadan, Danièle Sallenave (TV producer), José Saramago (Portuguese writer), Georges Sorel (early 20th century intellectual), Stalin, Mikis Theodorakis (composer and politician), 
Voltaire and a few other lesser-known individuals who are just as ambiguous about the 'Jewish question', if not downright anti-Semitic. 


